YOU ARE CORDIALLY INVITED TO THE
INAUGURATION
OF
29th Batch of
INTERNATIONAL TRANSFER PROGRAMME
on
05th SEPTEMBER 2022 | MONDAY | 9.30 AM
Dr. TMA Pai Auditorium, Third Floor, KMC, Manipal

CHIEF GUEST

Lt Gen (Dr) M. D. Venkatesh, VSM (Retd)
Vice Chancellor
MANIPAL ACADEMY OF HIGHER EDUCATION
MANIPAL

DR. HAREESHA K. S.
DIRECTOR
INTERNATIONAL CENTRE FOR APPLIED SCIENCES (ICAS)
MANIPAL ACADEMY OF HIGHER EDUCATION, MANIPAL

PROGRAMME OVERLEAF
PROGRAMME

- INVOCATION
- FLORAL TRIBUTES TO FOUNDER
- WELCOME ADDRESS
- INAUGURATION BY LIGHTING OF THE LAMP
- INTRODUCTION OF CHIEF GUEST
- ADDRESS BY THE CHIEF GUEST
- VOTE OF THANKS

ATTENDEES ARE REQUESTED TO OCCUPY THEIR SEATS BY 9:20 AM.